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Abstract: Based on the multi-sources, multi-dimension and isomerism of the ship-borne
sensors, a model was constructed to correlate the ships’ dynamic state information. It aims at
enhancing the ability of inland river seaman on noticing and discriminating the target ship while
the reliability of the model is improved at the same time. Since the vessels traffic in inland river
is intensive and complex, it requires a more reliable information correlation based on the AIS
and radar information fusion. This correlation model integrated the fuzzy Comprehensive
method, BP neural network, grey theory and Euclidean method then used the redundancy
technique to discriminate the correlation degrees and finally obtained the target radar
information associated with the AIS data. An experiment was carried out to check the validity of
the integrating model. It can not only increase the accuracy of information correlation but also
provide the fundamental work on fusing AIS and radar data. In that case, this study is important
as the theoretical references to guarantee the inland river navigation safety and enhance the
traffic efficiency.

Introduction
The information fusion research in ship-handing mainly focus on the data fusion for multiple ship-
borne sensors currently. It can be applied into the Vessel Intelligent Collision Avoidance Decision
Support System. Since Automatic Identification System (AIS) and ship-borne radar (radar) are two
of the main shipborne navigation equipment, many studies address in correlating the track from AIS
and radar then fusing the data. This paper presents the information correlation for AIS and radar
data. Nowadays there are two primary algorithms of track correlation: Numeral Statistics and Fuzzy
Mathematics.

Mutual K-Nearest Neighbour[1] (MK-NN), Central Clustering[2,3] and Sequential Correlation are the
main algorithms applied in Numeral Statistics data correlation. Li (2007) presented the concept
name Correlation Threshold[1]. When the correlation degree between AIS and radar track is beyond
the threshold value, it judges that the track is successfully correlated. Luo (2003) proposed Central
Clustering method to correlated the AIS and radar track of target vessel and provided the
methodology which can achieve the data conversion, space-time unification and data correlation.
Gan (2004) applied the Sequential Correlation algorithm to associate the real-time track with the
historical track[4]. This method can reduce the errors when the target is in the intensive traffic
environment or there are many track crossing.

Statistics Weighted apporach, Back Propagation (BP) Neural Network, Grey Correlation, Kalman
Filtering algorithms and Fuzzy Comprehensive method are the classical theories applied into Fuzzy
Mathematics data correlation. Lin et al. (2006) correlated the AIS and radar data using fuzzy
correlation algorithms[6]. Chang (2004) added Statistics Weighted apporach into the track
correlation according to the errors so that the accuracy could be improved. Hu and Lin (2011)
correlated the AIS and radar data by applying BP neural network theory. They analized the structure
of network and checked the validity of this method in simulation by MATLAB software[7]. Wang
(2010) proposed to apply the Grey Correlation theory into the track correlation and it was proved by
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writing the programme codes then forming the fusion images based on the AIS and radar data[8].
Sermi and Mugnai (2013) presented a set of AIS and radar data fusion theories according to the
systematic concepts provided by International Martitime Organization (IMO). They checked the
parameter analysis through two dispersion fusion method based on the research value and real data.
Some suggestions on the covariance matrix calculating AIS and radar data were also presented.

The current research on track information correlation are mainly applying single theory. That is
because the traffic density on the open sea is not very big, one method is enough to the accuracy
requirement. But the situations on inland river are quite different, the traffic flow is much more
intensive and the state is very complex. So that requires a more reliable correlation method. This
paper integrated Fuzzy Comprehensive method, BP Neural Network, Grey Theory and Euclidean
Distance algorithms with the information correlation theory. An experiment was carried out to
check the validity of the integrating model.

Integrating Information Correlation Model
Fuzzy Comprehensive method can increase the fusion accuracy but it adds the complicacy of the
algorithm as well. Furthoremore, the correlation algorithm depends on the data type. The
parameters of BP Neural Network structure and the value of threshold may make the results quite
different. The parameters of network is decided by the size of data and that requires to find the rule
in research. The Gery Theory is still under study since it can only be applied into computational
simulation. The Euclidean algorithm is calculating the Euclidean distance between AIS data and
radar data then obtaining the most possible correlated radar data. However the accuracy of
Euclidean method needs to be improved. This paper integrated those methods to avoid the
unsatisfactory results from single algorithm. The model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodology

The static and dynamic state data of the target vessels can be imported from the AIS on the own
ship. However, when the radar tracking one target vessel it requires to eliminate the data from
several other ships’ radar until finding the target which is the same as what the AIS data refers to.
Since the vessels on inland river are very intensive and busy, the updating data within one period is
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huge while the historical data is little. To find out the radar data which is associated with the own
ship’s AIS data, it is necessary to correlate the AIS data with radar data from several targets before
data fusion. This paper applies four methods i.e. Fuzzy Comprehensive method, BP Neural
Network, Grey Theory and Euclidean Distance algorithms in correlating data. It follows the
Weighted Average approach to construct the combined data correlation model. The model is able to
discriminate the radar signal related to AIS data. The parallel redundancy technique is applied to
enhance the reliability of the model.

The redundancy technique can enhance the reliability of system output through a system parallel
model. In Figure 2, the parallel model is formed with 4 paraller working units and outputs through a
voter. This design is known as “working redundancy”. The N modules redundancy system consists
of N (N=2n+1) sub-systems with the same properties and a voter. When most sub-systems have the
same result, the voter would output it. If there are n+1 or more sub-systems work well, the result is
correct. That means only if half or more sub-systems work well, the system can complete the task.
Under the assumption that the reliability value of each sub-systems is and they are independent.
The total reliabilty of the N modules redundancy system is:

When two sub-systems are similar to the other two, it would compare all the four modules and rank
them according to the similarity degree. The module with the lowest similarity would be excluded
before inputing the new data into redundancy model and finally the output would be obtained. So
the redundancy technique is able to greatly enhance the reliability of AIS and radar data correlation
theoretically.

Figure 2. Multiple Modules Redundancy System

The four modules redundancy system in this paper consists of four sub-systems: Fuzzy
Comprehensive method, BP Neural Network, Grey Theory and Euclidean Distance algorithms. In
order to vote the decision, it ranks these four methods by weighted average approach according to
their correlation degrees and then acquire the final correlation information. The details of this
algorithm are:

The weights of the correlation degrees of each sub-systems are:
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When each correlation ranking of the ship ‘i’ ( ) corresponding to ； ；

； , the weighted average of ship ‘i’ is:

the ship ‘j’ can be regarded as the most correlated target ship.

When there are more than one , it would compare the ranking of the similarity of those four
methods then exclude one method in the lowest similarity. Following that, the system would start a
three modules redundancy ranking.

The similarity between two methods is calculated by the Euclidean Distance. A larger Euclidean
distance indicates a lower similarity. The equation of Euclidean Distance is:

Based on the Euclidean Distance among , a matrix can be obtained:

According to the Euclidean Distance matrix, the sum of the Euclidean distance between one method
and the other three can be derived:

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Finally, the would be excluded, the remaining three methods would be
ranked using three modules redundancy model.

Experiments Setting
In order to fully indicate the features of the inland river vessel traffic, not only the AIS and data of
real ship in straight line should be collected but also the data of ships’ substantial motivation.
However, considering the operation space limit on inland river and the complex environment and
traffic situation, the experiment taken on inland river may easily make accidents. So in November
2015 some experiments were carried out on the seaboard open water in daytime with good visibility.
These experiments aimed to collect AIS and radar data for simulation and verification. Since big
ship is slow in course turning and speed changing, in consideration of the maritime safety the
experimental ship is a pilot vessel with good manoeuvrability. The experiment route starts from No.
6 wharf in Qingdao, China to Tuan Island, Jiaozhou Gulf, China then returns.

The target vessel is “Pilot No.2” pilot vessel in Qingdao Pilot Station. On the one hand, in Qingdao
Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) Centre the own ship radar data was simulated by VTS radar and it
was used to follow the track of “Pilot No.2” pilot vessel in real time. Meanwhile, the longitude,
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latitude, navigational speed and course data of the vessel from AIS and radar were collected. On the
other hand, a Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) was installed on the target vessel, the
antenna was placed near the vessel’s own GPS antenna to collect the data of longitude, latitude,
navigational speed and course. Since the accuracy of DGPS is quite high, the data collected can be
used to compare the correlation model with target vessel in the subsequent verification procedure.
The photo of experimental vessel and its track plotting in VTS display is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Experiment and Data Collection

Simulation and Verification
The process of simulation and verification can be listed:
1. Collect data of the target vessel’s from AIS, radar and DGPS;
2. Generate several virtual AIS and radar data simulating other vessels, curved channel and shoal;
3. Load the collected data and construct the complex and intensive traffic environment on inland

river (see Figure 4);
4. Start the data correlation model calculation by parallel redundancy technique based on the

simulated vessel data and real data collected so that the reliability can be verified.

Figure 4. Track of the Real Vessel Data and Virtual Data

As shown in Figure4, the * symbol indicates the AIS data collected while the + shows the radar data
from the VTS, it was named as Radar 1. Radar 2 to Radar 10 is the virtual data applied to simulate
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other vessels motivation and track so that there is enough distraction like the real situation on inland
river.

Fuzzy Comprehensive Correlation

In this paper, the adjustment coefficients of Cauchy distribution membership function were set as
, , , , respectively; the single-factor fuzzy weight

set can be expressed as . The square of Euclidean distance
between the AIS data and radar data of the target vessel’s speed, course, position etc. was calculated
to evaluate the single-factor fuzzy set. The final correlating rank result calculated by Fuzzy
Comprehensive method is: Target vessel 1, Target vessel 2, Target vessel 4, Target vessel 5, Target
vessel 7, Target vessel 3, Target vessel 8, Target vessel 6, Target vessel 9, Target vessel 10.

BP Neural Network Correlation

The characteristic factors of vessel were chosen as the longitude, latitude, speed and course from
both radar data and AIS data. So there are 8 input points totally. Since the data format from these
two sensors are different, the input sample was normalized before the network training. For the
network training, the time of training, learning rate, time-limited iteration process and training
accuracy need to be defined based on the network requirement. In the simulation, the training times
were set as 6000, learning rate was 0.4, and training accuracy was 1e-9. However, after 4778 times
training the network reached the correlation requirement. The correlation results between 10 radar
data with the collected AIS data are presented in the Table 1.

-CD* means Correlation Degree

The first threshold value is 0.9 and the second threshold value is 12. The final correlating rank of
the 10 radar is Target vessel 1, Target vessel 5, Target vessel 9, Target vessel 2, Target vessel 6,
Target vessel 10, Target vessel 7, Target vessel 3, Target vessel 4, Target vessel 8.
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Grey Theory Correlation

The Grey Theory was calculated through the data of the position, speed and course of the target
vessels. According to the data collected, the correlation results are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Grey Theory Correlation Results
Target Vessel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Speed Correlation 14.4 14.6 7.34 10.3 11.8 9.97 10.9 13.0 11.1 7.84
Course Correlation 14.7 8.27 4.86 7.34 7.57 5.57 3.57 5.85 4.87 3.13
Y label Correlation 17.1 19.0 15.6 20 15.8 17.7 9.37 19.3 16.1 12.0
X label Correlation 18.0 17.8 19.8 14.4 18.0 17.0 17.8 16.2 11.8 13.3
Total Correlation 64.4 59.8 47.6 52.1 53.3 50.3 41.6 54.5 44.0 36.3

The total correlation degree rank is Target vessel 1, Target vessel 2, Target vessel 8, Target vessel 5,
Target vessel 4, Target vessel 6, Target vessel 3, Target vessel 9, Target vessel 7, Target vessel 10.

Euclidean Correlation

The theory of Euclidean correlation is actually calculating the Euclidean distance between two
points in the n-dimensional space. In this paper, the Euclidean distance between 10 radar data and
the collected AIS data. The correlating rank is Target vessel 2, Target vessel 1, Target vessel 3,
Target vessel 4, Target vessel 10, Target vessel 5, Target vessel 6, Target vessel 8, Target vessel 9,
Target vessel 7.

Results Discussion

Table 3 indicates the correlation ranking by the four methods.
Table 3. Correlation Results of Four Methods

Fuzzy Comprehensive 1 2 4 5 7 3 8 6 9 10
BP Neural Network 1 5 9 2 6 10 7 3 4 8

Grey Theory 1 2 8 5 4 6 3 9 7 10
Euclidean 2 1 3 4 10 5 6 8 9 7

According to the Parallel Redundancy Correlation model and equation 2 to 9 presented in the
previous section, the final vessel rank is listed as follow: Target vessel 1, Target vessel 2, Target
vessel 5, Target vessel 4, Target vessel 3, Target vessel 7, Target vessel 6, Target vessel 8, Target
vessel 9, Target vessel 10. That indicates that the radar data of Target vessel 1 is the same as the
collected AIS data, which is correct.

In this section, an inland river traffic environment of which the vessel density is large and the vessel
heading changing frequently was simulated. After applying the four correlation method and the
parallel redundancy correlation model, it successfully excluded the fault correlation and found the
correct radar data which is associated with the collected AIS data under the distraction of other 9
virtual vessel radar data. The validity of the parallel redundancy correlation model is checked.

Conclusions
This paper constructed a data correlation model based on the characteristics of shipborne sensors’
data. The data was pre-processed by normalizing format and time before correlated by four methods:
Fuzzy Comprehensive, BP Neural Network, Grey Theory and Euclidean Distance. A parallel
redundancy technique was added to improve the reliability of the correlation result. After the
experiment and simulation, it found that single correlation method may easily make mistake on
inland river vessel but the parallel redundancy model can enhance the accuracy of correlation
ranking and reduce the possiblity of making mistakes. This model is more stable and accurate than
traditional single method correlation especially when the questions relating to inland river where the
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traffic is very intensive, the distance between vessels are small and the vessel state changes
frequently. In that case, this model can support to enhance the maritime safety on inland river.
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